The Governor's stay at home/no more than 10 people together order ends June 10th (if not extended)
so we are going to go forward with The Rebel Open, June 12-14. This is the weekend before the Elite in
Richmond so a good time to see if we all still remember how to shoot skeet! If things change and we
need to cancel, you will be notified immediately via email. Hopefully that won't happen…or will happen
at least by June 5.
Please NOTE THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM CHANGES IN THE FLYER:
1) Only 2 rotations (.410 earlier for Rotation 1)
2) Opportunity to shoot Doubles event on Saturday
3) Reduced gun entry fee
4) No group dinner in clubhouse Saturday
Obviously, there will be some changes and we want everyone to be aware before the event should you
consider to join us. First and foremost, if you have a compromised health situation, we advise you not
to attend. If you have a cough or fever or any illness whatsoever…. please do not attend. If you have
been exposed to a family member or friend who has COVID 19….DO NOT ATTEND!
Bud will be parking campers in every OTHER space (and/or staggering spaces front to back) starting on
Thursday. We will maintain social distancing from non-family/sequestered together individuals AT ALL
TIMES. Please be aware of this while you are on the field shooting. Maintain a 6’ distance from the
referee and your shooting partners. This will be most difficult at stations 1 and 7 but please space
yourself accordingly. This is for your safety, the referee and ours. If it takes us a little longer to shoot
because we are distancing more, then so be it. Make a wide pass around the other shooters when you
walk off the station. The clubhouse will be off limits except for restroom use. Please observe the 6' rule
while waiting your turn to use the facilities. There will be no reason other than bathroom use to be in
the clubhouse.
We will utilize the outside porch/scoreboard area for the registration desk (only one person at a time).
Scores will be posted as usual on the outside porch but we ask you to keep space between you and only
1 at a time at the board. The large porch area is available for "distance" socializing. We encourage all
of you to bring your own lawn chairs and a pop-up open-air tent if you have one. We have plenty of
grassy areas in addition to the porch for you to set up and enjoy a picnic or just relax in or out of the sun.
One of the unfortunate things we will need to eliminate is dinner Saturday night. Hopefully by the July
shoot we will be able to share a meal together. In the meantime you are encouraged to bring your own
picnic lunch /&or dinner or get a take-out meal or any of the restaurants or stores (like Sheetz)
nearby. We will have free bottled water and canned sodas on the porch.
It will be interesting to see how we all score as none of us have fired a shot in competition for
months. Should be interesting. We are not pressing for a full house but welcome anyone that wants to
join us. Thank you all for your understanding and cooperation during these trying times.
- Becky (& Bud)
p.s. feel free to share with any other shooters you know! 

